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AFRICA

Dramatic falls by countries 

that cracked down on mass 

unrest

the victims of indiscriminate police repression 

Angola nd

in September, and in Uganda th

-

Malawi th

-

of their aid.

Closed and authoritarian 

countries near bottom of 

index

-

tion in Rwanda th) and Equatorial Guinea 
st

that their governments exercise over the media 

and freedom of expression in general. They 
th

the opposition no possibility of expressing itself 

in the media. There is no free press, six people 

-

there are no protests.

The presence of Côte d’Ivoire in this same 
th

the dramatic impact that the post-election crisis 

-

ding harassment of all kinds, acts of violence 

GAP WIDENS BETWEEN GOOD AND BAD 

PERFORMERS IN AFRICA
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Violence, censorship and 

prison give East Africa three 

worst rankings

-

anarchy in Somalia th -

-

Sudan th

arrests, prolonged detention and mistreatment 

Eritrea th) came last in the index for 

detained in appalling conditions. Some have 

been held for more than 10 years.

At the other end of the index, several African 

that respect for freedom of information has 

Good countries group gets 

bigger

one and in fact it is in the top 10. It is Cape 

Verde th), a healthy democracy and model 

political parties have access to the state media. 

Namibia th) also has an excellent ranking, 

example.

 

Botswana nd

Comoros th

jostling Mali th) and Ghana st), Africa’s 

A spectacular jump and other 

notable improvements

Niger th -

The economic environment for Niger’s media is 

-

-

vement has been seen in both concrete and 

-

Mauritania th

other developments. Its progress needs to be 

Cameroon th

of his death and on the death in November of 

-

needs to decriminalize media offences and 

Madagas-

car th

Africa
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Africa

Soft underbelly

The absence of major incidents involving the 

Senegal th

a presidential election that is likely to be tense. 

-

-

-

Liberia th

-

 

South Sudan th -

-


